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Wireless Telephone System Designed for SOHO Market
A simple wireless telephone system designed to meet the needs of the growing
number of small businesses has been released by Wavelink communications. The
new EuroPhone XL from Hagenuk enables users to combine the mobility of a digital
wireless telephone system with the power of Telstra’s ISDN network to achieve the
perfect small office system.
The new system is targeted at users who:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Run a small office
Need to be able to make and take calls from anywhere in their office; not just
at their desk
Require the flexibility to relocate work areas without major recabling of
telephone lines
Currently use mobile phones around the office
Plan to be moving offices in the future and would like to take the phone
system with them
Need access to services such as the Internet, callerID and ISDN

The EuroPhone XL is an ISDN executive telephone with integrated DECT telephone
system supporting up to 6 cordless extensions. With one simple connection to
Telstra’s OnRamp® 2 ISDN service, users get 2 lines with up to 6 different telephone
numbers. Users also get access to ISDN features such as direct indial (via Multiple
Subscriber Number), caller ID, high speed (up to 128 KBps) Internet access and the
potential to save on local telephone calls.
Apart from unlocking the power of ISDN, the EuroPhone XL wireless system also
provides multiple benefits, including:
Flexibility
Moving telephone extensions or the entire office can be accomplished as often as
required without any telephone cabling. Via the easy use menu system on the central
console, system programming and operation is achieved effortlessly. The system
offers fully featured cordless desk telephones (with built in speakerphone, LCD
display and caller ID capability) that require no telephone cabling.
Cost Control
As telephone cabling for extensions is not required, hundreds or thousands of dollars
in expensive and unsightly wiring can be saved. Time and money is also saved when
moving extensions around the office or to relocate the entire office. The costs of
having to make return calls when away from the desk are reduced and mobile phone
calls around the office can be slashed. Internal calls between office cordless
handsets are free.
Increased Mobility / Improved Customer Service
Customers and internal callers alike are able to access the person they are calling,
improving customer service. Since staff are no longer tied to their desk telephones,
they are able to perform multiple roles, increasing productivity.
Proven, Reliable Technology

DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications) is recognised as the leading
technology in the world for wireless telephone systems. Over 25 million DECT
products have already been sold worldwide and in excess of 100 countries have
already allocated frequency spectrum for DECT.
Key Features of the Hagenuk EuroPhone XL:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The EuroPhone XL supports one OnRamp® 2 ISDN service (2 telephone lines
with up to 8 different numbers) and up to 6 cordless devices.
Cordless devices can be any combination of DECT cordless telephones,
cordless executive desk telephones and a single cordless terminal adaptor.
Connect analogue devices such as fax machines via a cordless terminal
adaptor.
The cordless handset has a large LCD display for ease of use and offers up to
70 hours standby battery life.
Cordless extensions will operate in a radius of 50300 m from the EuroPhone
XL, depending on the operating environment.
DECT digital technology ensures excellent voice quality and is totally secure
to eliminate eavesdropping.
A digital answering machine with 15 minutes recording time and 2
announcement texts is integrated into the main unit of the EuroPhone XL.
The system has a 40 memory alphanumeric telephone directory.

Call transfer, intercom call, call forwarding, 3 party conference and a host of other
telephone system features are all available as standard on the EuroPhone XL.

